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ith the Utah conviction (eventually overturned) of fundamentalist
Mormon1 leader Warren Jeffs on two counts of rape as an accomplice,2 and quashed indictments in British Columbia against two
fundamentalist leaders (James Oler and Winston Blackmore) for
allegedly practicing polygamy,3 heated legal and social debates are
occurring over what societies’ responses should be to polygamy4 in
general and its fundamentalist Mormon version in particular. Child
welfare is the most sensitive concern around polygamy issues, and
this concern was at the center of the decision by ofﬁcials in Texas’s
Department of Family and Protective Services to coordinate with
law enforcement in raiding the fundamentalist Mormons’ Yearning
for Zion Ranch near Eldorado on April 3, 2008.5 A raft of other
controversial issues exist, however, around the practice, related to
sexual, physical, medical, educational, and emotional abuse as well
as ﬁnancial malfeasance. Moreover, polygamy is a felony in both the
United States and Canada, practiced (according to various accounts)
by anywhere between 21,000 to 100,000 fundamentalist Mormon
polygamists in the two countries (with additional practitioners in
Mexico).6
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I agree with the position that polygamy should remain a criminal,
prosecutable offense in both countries, partly because of the widespread impact that the practice frequently has upon the human rights
of children and the health and welfare of many people who live
under its control. Speciﬁcally, I discuss the potential of harm to the
health and welfare of girls and young women; the high occurrence
of incest; the issue of infant deaths and genetic deformities; and the
human rights issues related to the frequent fundamentalist Mormon practice of arranged marriages. In addition, polygamy typically
displaces young men in polygamous communities, and often these
communities rely upon welfare fraud and state support in order to
operate. The state, in turn, has vested legal interests in maintaining
monogamous marriages as legal entities, and the authoritarian, theocratic operation of polygamous communities threatens the rights of
citizens within pluralistic, democratic states like the United States
and Canada.
Although I realize that the particulars of polygamous practice vary
to some degree between the groups themselves and the historical
periods in which they have operated, these variations do not mitigate
the detrimental impact that the practice has on many of the persons
who live under its inﬂuence and on the North American societies in
which it operates. Consequently, while others and I applaud efforts
by Arizona and Utah ofﬁcials to prosecute serious ﬁnancial and sexual
abuses associated with the practice (and sometimes along with them,
bigamy and polygamy itself),7 these prosecutions unevenly address
other, serious, human rights violations that routinely occur in polygamous settings.
In the United States, all polygamists have lost their cases in
court when attempting to defend their practice by arguing that the
Supreme Court’s Reynolds v. United States decision in 1878/18798
should be overturned. This decision afﬁrmed the conviction of the
prominent Mormon George Reynolds9 for his polygamous practice,
and after 130 years, it remains a good law that courts still cite.10
While critics are correct to say that Chief Justice Morrison Waite
did not identify the harms caused by polygamy,11 abundant evidence
now exists about signiﬁcant personal and social damage caused by
the practice. One can be a critic, however, of the Reynolds decision
on any number of grounds but still conclude (as did attorney and
author Elijah L. Milne), that “today there are many legitimate reasons for upholding the substance of federal and state anti-polygamy
laws.”12 Many of these reasons involve harms that constitute serious
human rights violations.
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1. Girls, Young Women, and
Pregnancy-Related Problems
While numerous and serious medical conditions can impact pregnant
women and their fetuses and babies, the risk of these conditions
increases due to mothers’ young ages. Since many of the fundamentalist groups have histories of young brides (an issue to which I will
return shortly), pregnancies among teenaged girls is common. These
pregnancies are risky, however, since young women “are more likely
than older women to suffer from severe anemia, pregnancy-induced
hypertension, and delivery complications. . . .”13 More seriously,
“pregnant girls less than 15 years of age have a 60 percent higher
maternal mortality rate than older mothers.”14 Without, however,
any studies conducted on youth pregnancies among fundamentalist
Mormon polygamists, we simply do not know if, or how, teens may
have suffered from pregnancies.
We do know, however, that in the Fundamentalist Church of Latter Day Saints (FLDS) Texas ranch, “two girls were 12 when married;
three were 13; two were 14; and ﬁve girls were ﬁfteen when married.
Seven of these [twelve] girls have had one or more children after marriage.”15 We also know that, in 1992, ﬁfteen-year-old Kingston clan
member, Andrea Johnson, was almost ﬁve months pregnant when she
developed preeclampsia—a highly treatable but potentially deadly condition involving high blood pressure, swelling, possible seizures, organ
damage (particularly to the brain, kidneys, and liver), visual problems,
respiratory distress, etc.16 Her young age was a risk factor, as was a family history (two of her sisters had developed it while pregnant).17 Doctors performed a Caesarean section in an attempt to save the mother
and fetus, but she died and her son has cerebral palsy—almost certainly
caused by his premature birth.18 (Her preeclampsia had developed into
eclampsia [which can involve hypertension and related damage, multiorgan failure, and seizures], which killed her.) As a general statement
about human rights violations of children that certainly ﬁts this tragedy,
“child marriage often ends in avoidable maternal death.”19
A sister speculated that no one took Johnson to the hospital earlier
because she had been married to her half-brother (incest is commonplace within this polygamous group), and the group did not want
authorities to learn of it.20 Controversially, however, after the mother
died giving birth to the boy, the state let him stay with his father, who
(six years later) was married to his own niece (which, as incest, was a
third degree felony). An ofﬁcial from the Department of Child and
Family Services said that “the child is well cared for, even though the
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family has not complied with state laws requiring that the boy be in
school or that he be granted a home-school exemption.”21 An attorney, however, whose actions had brought about much-needed reform
to the state’s child-protective services, charged, “[A] child living in an
incestuous household is tantamount to child abuse.”22 It remains to be
seen whether Utah Attorney General Mark Shurtleff is correct when he
expressed his belief that “the practice of so-called ‘child-bride’ marriages
within polygamous societies has been halted” in his state.23

2.

Incest

Incest (deﬁned here as “sexual union with a near relative”24) is a
widespread problem in these groups, which dates back to the earliest
days of Mormonism.25 The likelihood of incest increases with family
size, social isolation, and rural location26—all of which are factors
that describe most contemporary polygamous communities. In the
contemporary period, reports of incest are widespread, and come
from several polygamous groups.27
For example, a member of the Kingstons belt-beat his daughter
(Mary Ann Kingston) for ﬂeeing an arranged marriage to his brother
(his daughter’s uncle), and in 1999 a Utah court convicted that father
of third-degree felony child abuse for his actions.28 A jury found the
uncle “guilty of one count of incest and one of unlawful sexual contact with a minor,” and he received up to a ten-year sentence.29 Three
years later (in 2002), independent polygamist Thomas Arthur Green
was convicted of “rape of a child” for having “‘spiritually married’”
his stepdaughter Linda Kunz when she was thirteen, and then having
a child with her “four months after her fourteenth birthday”—a conviction upheld by the Supreme Court of Utah.30 Writing about her
own convoluted family relationships, Canadian Debbie Palmer (who
grew up in Bountiful, British Columbia) explained:
Several of my stepsons were assigned to marry my sisters, so I also
became a sister-in-law to my own stepchildren. After my mother’s
father was assigned to marry one of my second husband’s daughters as
a second wife, I became my own great-grandmother. The step-daughter became my step-grandmother and I her step-mother, so when
I gave birth to two sons with her father, my own sons became my
great-uncles and I was their great-great-grandmother.31

Given these complex, incestuous entanglements, no wonder genetic
disorders are a growing problem.
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Infant Deaths, Genetic Disorders,
and Graveyards

More troubling is the fact that the FLDS has its own graveyards.
According to former-member-turned-critic, Flora Jessop:
[Anti-polygamy critic] Linda Walker and I went out to the two
cemeteries in the twin towns [of Hildale and Colorado City]—one was
called Babyland, because it was just for babies. In those two graveyards
we found 324 marked graves for children under eighteen years of age.
Fifty-eight babies were buried in unmarked graves.32

A similar graveyard exists within the Allreds, or the Apostolic United
Brethren. Based upon ﬁeld work that began in 1989 and extended
over half-a-decade, Janet Bennion reported:
Over the years, I have heard of at least seven children who died during childbirth. Two additional cases of infant death were from internal
deformities during the ﬁrst year of life. Deaths such as these are rarely
spoken of public[ly], and often, in the cases of death at childbirth, the
infants are quickly buried in the Harker graveyard without ceremony.
No ofﬁcial records of births or deaths are kept.33

As in other polygamist groups, in the Apostolic United Brethren “[c]owives are commonly related to each other by blood (sister, cousin,
niece, aunt, etc.) prior to their marriage to the same man.”34 Because
of the intermarriage within (and occasionally among) these groups, it is
highly likely that many of these infant deaths are from genetically related
illnesses.35 Among the most debilitating and fatal is fumarase deﬁciency,
which pervades the FLDS community, probably the Kingstons and the
Allreds and possibly Thomas Green’s polygamous family.
The effects of this deﬁciency are tragic—seizures, water replacing large areas of brain matter, mental retardation, severe mobility
problems (including the inability to sit), severe speech impediments,
frequently early deaths, etc.36 “By the late 1990s . . . , fumarase deﬁciency was occurring in the greatest concentration in the world among
the fundamentalist Mormon polygamists of northern Arizona and
southern Utah. Of even greater concern was the fact that the recessive
gene that triggers the disease was rapidly spreading to thousands of
individuals living in the community because of decades of inbreeding.”37 As of early February 2006, there were twenty diagnosed cases
in the FLDS community,38 but “experts say the number of children
afﬂicted in the FLDS community is expected to steadily increase as a
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result of decades of inbreeding between two of the polygamous sect’s
founding families—the Barlows and the Jessops.”39
Similar, and equally tragic, birth defects appear within the Kingston
clan. “Among the polygamous Kingstons, a number of children have
been born with birth defects, among them one born with two vaginas and two uteruses but not vaginal or bowel openings. Outwardly,
she appeared to have no sex organs.”40 Other birth defects that likely
contain a genetic component include preeclampsia, children born without ﬁngernails, dwarﬁsm, microcephaly, blindness, spina biﬁda, Down
syndrome, kidney disease, and abnormal leg and arm joints.41 One of
Thomas Green’s wives came from Colorado City, and a child of theirs
suffers from a brain disorder named lissencephaly.42 In sum, the incestuous practices of at least two FLDS communities are killing children, and
condemning others to severely damaged and grossly debilitating lives.43

4.

Arranged Marriages

A frequent theme in girls’ and women’s marriage accounts is that leaders of their respective groups have arranged them, often with little or
no input from one or both parties or their parents themselves.44 Leaders
reward men’s loyalty by assigning them brides, especially young brides.45
The religious motivation for having three wives is that, after death, this
number supposedly will allow men to pass to the highest level of heaven
and become gods themselves. Children, therefore, reputedly are souls
beginning their godly journeys.46 Some nonfundamentalist women do
convert into the practice,47 but a large number of brides presumably
come from within each respective group (or sometimes from a related
group). A small sample study from an anonymous polygamous group
indicated that “husbands and ﬁrst wives are young and relatively close in
age when they marry,” but “the gap between husbands’ and wives’ ages
increases, with new wives in their 20s, on average, and the husband’s
age extending from the 20s to 30s to 40s and beyond.”48
Two consequences result from the demand for young brides as
the men age. First, because the men are aware of competitors who
also are attempting to get young brides, they target younger and
younger girls in order to “celestially marry” them before someone
else does. Second, the older men must eliminate the competition
for those young brides—the unmarried boys and young men who
are roughly the same ages as the targeted females.49 Both of these
consequences raise serious issues involving human rights abuses.
Arranged marriages for women of any age involve human rights
violations, according to the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All
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Forms of Discrimination Against Women. Article 16 of that convention
calls for women to have the same rights as men to enter into marriage
and “freely to choose a spouse and to enter into marriage only with their
free and full consent.”50 Speciﬁcally involving underage girls, the same
article in Convention pronounces, “The betrothal and the marriage of a
child shall have no legal effect and all necessary action, including legislation, shall be taken to specify a minimum age for marriage as to make
the regulation of marriages in an ofﬁcial registry compulsory. . . .”51

5.

Displaced Young Men—“The Lost Boys”

Regarding the second consequence of polygamy—the pressure to eliminate male competition for young brides (sometimes called the surplus
males issue)—the FLDS group has expelled hundreds of teens and
young men from its communities, while others simply left. Estimates
range from 400 to a thousand young men ﬂed or suffered expulsion during a ﬁve-to-six-year period in the ﬁrst years of this century.52
Sometimes families even dropped off their banished sons in southern
Utah and Arizona towns, forcing them to fend for themselves, despite
the fact that they likely had not ﬁnished high school, had limited skills
(perhaps concentrated in the construction trades), little money, and
extremely limited experience with the outside world. Alternatively,
for the males whom FLDS leaders did not want to lose or who could
provide needed labor for member-owned businesses, these leaders sent
untold numbers of boys and young men to a “reform retreat” comprising manual labor and church teachings in Colorado City.53 Leaders sent
other young men to the FLDS community in British Columbia, where
Winston Blackmore put them to work in his or other polygamists’ logging-related businesses.54 They worked for lower than minimum wages
in harsh working conditions that often were dangerous and resulted in
injuries.55 Similarly, the working conditions in Colorado City/Hildale
were equally dangerous, involving the illegal use of minors and minors
using power tools.56 “In one case, four underage boys employed by a
Colorado City company suffered broken hips, knees, and head injuries
after falling off a church roof while working in Utah.”57 One autobiographer reported, “I would later see kids come back from Canada either
broken or cowed, the spark gone from them—or so rebellious that they
left the church at once.”58
Less information exists about working conditions within Kingston clan businesses, but what little there is suggests that signiﬁcant
labor issues involving pay and safety exist for the young men (and
for that matter, the young girls and the adults) who work for some
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of these companies. In an extensive 1998 investigation of the history
and business dealings of this group, Salt Lake Tribune reporter Greg
Burton wrote about its ﬁnancial empire:
Proﬁts were extracted from young laborers and the sacriﬁce of the
many Kingston wives living in squalor with scores of children, say exmembers and former state investigators.
“The children are rather sheltered and kept out of the mainstream of
society and at a young age enlisted to work for a Kingston company,”
said a Utah welfare fraud investigator. “They got their needs met,
food and clothing and things were given to them, but often times the
food . . . was produce and meat out of their stores that could not be
sold. Expired food was the mainstay of how they were living.”59

Some thirteen years earlier, an article in the Wall Street Journal
indicated:
Many [members] work at clan enterprises for a fraction of the wages
that similar work elsewhere would pay. A staple of their diets is wheat
sprouts, which they call “grass.” But groups of clan members also go
around to supermarket dumpsters to collect discarded produce.60

Finally, a 1998 editorial in the Salt Lake Tribune mentioned that
many “children, especially girls . . . are made to work long days in
family business, often paid in scrip to be redeemed only in familyowned enterprises.”61 Safety information exists about one of the
companies, a garbage disposal company that a Kingston family member owned called A-1 Disposal, and between 1993 and 1998, “A-1
Disposal has been cited for 245 state and federal safety violations and
paid $15,000 in ﬁnes to the Utah Department of Transportation.”62
Every indication, therefore, is that many young men and women
work in Kingston clan businesses from their teenage years onward,
often in dangerous conditions for very low wages and poor beneﬁts
(which may include substandard food).
Beyond any local or federal laws that these groups may be breaking
regarding their teen and adult workers, basic issues of human rights are at
stake. The United Nations’ International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights, which entered into force in 1976, recognizes:
the right of everyone to the enjoyment or just and favourable conditions of work which ensure, in particular: (a) remuneration which provides all workers, as a minimum, with (i) Fair wages . . . ; [including]
(ii) A decent living for themselves and their families . . . ; (b) Safe and
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healthy working conditions . . . ; [and] (d) Rest, leisure, and reasonable
limitation of working hours. . . .63

Without having documentation on the working conditions for teens
and adults in other groups, we at least can conclude that labor exploitation is a common factor in two of the large polygamous organizations,
likely affecting the lives of thousands of its members. Moreover, the
substandard wages and inadequate investments in safety that characterize these polygamous companies undercut secular competitors whose
job-bids necessarily reﬂect adherence to secular laws.64 The numerous
problems surrounding the lost boys are direct results of communities’
attempts to maintain polygamy as a fundamental practice.

6. Welfare Fraud and Dependence
on the State
Claims of poverty cannot explain fully the widespread pattern of fraud
and state ﬁnancial dependence and exploitation that pervades many of
these polygamous groups, especially because some exposed cases involve
groups that were quite ﬁnancially well-off. What may explain these cases
is an attitude toward outsiders that ﬁrst developed in early Mormonism
and seems to have carried over within the contemporary polygamous
sects.65 Early ex-Mormon critic, Fanny Stenhouse, reported that the
Mormon leaders of her era believed that the Latter-day Saints were the
people of God to whom He had given “all the wealth and substance of
the earth, and therefore it was no sin for them to help themselves—they
were but taking their own. To over-reach or defraud their enemies was
facetiously called by the Mormons ‘milking the Gentiles.’”66 Contemporary polygamists call similar actions “bleeding the Beast.”67
In what now seems to have been an example of bleeding the Beast, Utah
welfare workers in the early-to-mid-1980s uncovered a massive fraud case
involving the Kingstons. They discovered that “at least four wives and 29
children of Mr. [John Ortell] Kingston collected hundreds of thousands
of dollars in public assistance over ten years, even though Mr. Kingston
was easily capable of supporting them.” He was “a multimillionaire who
controls a $70 million polygamy-based business empire reaching into
ﬁve states.”68 In “the biggest single recovery of child support ever made
in the U.S.,” Kingston repaid the Utah government $250,000, and also
“agreed to repay welfare beneﬁts given in behalf of children of at least
three other clan women.”69 While John Ortell Kingston avoided prison
by his repayments, two others in his group were not so lucky. Joseph Fred
Kingston pled guilty to criminal nonsupport, and one of his plural wives,
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Lynette D. Taylor, pled guilty to theft by deception. Both received yearlong prison sentences, but she obtained early release in order to care for
her two severely handicapped children.70
Another fraud case involved Thomas Green, who in August 2001
(the year before his child rape conviction) a Utah judge convicted of
four counts of bigamy and one count of criminal nonsupport.71 Because
of the latter conviction, the court ordered him “to pay $78,868 in restitution to the state for welfare payments for his minor children, 25
of whom still live with him.”72 Green had been avoiding his ﬁnancial
obligations to his children, letting welfare cover their costs.
Through the late 1990s:
The southern Utah town of Hildale, for instance, has one of the highest welfare participation rates in the west. Residents there, and in the
next-door town of Colorado City, Ariz[ona], have enjoyed government subsidies for years.
Taxpayers have paid for an airport, roads, ﬁre protection and sewers,
improving property in towns where virtually all private land is owned
by the polygamous church. Taxpayers also rehabilitated church-owned
homes—in which residents must pass a faith test or face eviction.73

A decade later in Canada, expelled FLDS polygamist, Winston
Blackmore, is in an income tax and welfare ﬁght with the government.
Blackmore believes that—because the polygamy charges against
him will lead to a Canadian Supreme Court challenge—the government should pay his legal bills (which the British Columbia Supreme
Court refused to do in April 2010).74A concurrent battle, however,
in a tax court reveals that he does not
foot all—or even most—of the huge bills for caring for his many [i.e.,
twenty-two] wives and [119] children.
All unemployed wives with children are instructed to seek the childtax beneﬁt, or even welfare, based on a single, low-income mother’s
rate or on the relatively tiny income Mr. Blackmore declares.
Money earned by wives with well-paid jobs as midwives or teachers isn’t
counted as part of the total family income, leaving other wives free to reap
ﬁnancial beneﬁts, such as paying sister-wives to look after their kids.75

Meanwhile:
Blackmore is appealing his tax assessments, which claims he made close
to $2-million over ﬁve years, but he reported income of less than 1/10
of that: Only $116,000.
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That left Mr. Blackmore’s wives free to claim thousands of dollars
in child-tax credits, since his ‘family’ income was supposedly as low as
$25,000 in some years.76

Already the government was demanding that one wife pay back
$24,000, and that another wife repay an unspeciﬁed amount.77 From
Blackmore himself and three brothers, the Canada Revenue Agency is
demanding “more than $2 million in unpaid taxes, tax credits as well
as unpaid penalties and ﬁnes.”78
These examples, from four polygamous groups in two countries,
reveal an attitude of entitlement amidst personal irresponsibility
among many polygamists concerning the ﬁnancing of their practice.
Their attitude seems to be that God ordained their polygamous practice, so the disbelieving Gentiles should pay for it. Since something
akin to this attitude has existed among polygamist Mormons for over
a century-and-a-half, it seems endemic to the practice itself.

7.

Marriages, Sexuality, and the State

Thus far I have argued that polygamy inherently violates a number of
human rights and laws, but now I will argue that its continued criminalization does not violate human rights issues as exist within samesex marriage issues. In essence, polygamous practice is not analogous
legally to same-sex practices. I begin this argument by returning to
the Reynolds decision.
While Chief Justice Waite referred to marriage as a contract,
his mention of “social relations and social obligations with which
government is necessarily required to deal” provides the basis for
seeing marriage as a legal status. The state confers that legal status
as a relationship between two people as a unit and the rest of the
community.79 In the Potter case, the United States Court of Appeals
listed a number of rights and obligations that the status of marriage
conveys, ranging from inheritance, child support and protection,
premarital counseling, etc.80 One could add privileges such as decision-making concerning the termination of medical treatment, legal
exemptions from court testimony against a spouse,81 the protection of conﬁdential communications between spouses,82 income tax
exemptions, rights to sue on behalf of one’s spouse,83 pension and
medical beneﬁts, etc. Marriage, therefore, is not merely a contract; it
is a social and legal status that gives the parties special legal rights and
obligations. While the exact privileges will vary between Canada and
the United States, the basic principles remain similar.
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Legalization of polygamy would demand a complete reworking of
existing marital-related legislation, causing insurmountable degrees
of imbalance and unfairness to multiple spouses and possibly their
children in relation to non-polygamous citizens. On issues involving such topics as pensions and inheritance, legal adjustments for
polygamists likely would disadvantage polygamists themselves, as
payments would get divided (and hence dissipated) among numerous
recipients. Moreover, the current tax-ﬁling problems that Winston
Blackmore and his wives are having in Canada highlights the kinds of
problems that occur around ﬁnancial obligations within polygamous
marriages.
Such massive reworking of marital-related laws, however, need not
occur when states or countries legalize same-sex marriages. In essence, the same arrangements that exist in law for heterosexual marriage partners simply extend to homosexual partners. Legal actions
involving one issue have no bearing upon the other. As concluded by
legal scholar Maura I. Strassberg:
The practice of same-sex marriage would not lead to despotism or
undermine democracy, as the Reynolds Court feared polygamy would,
nor would it undermine the way in which heterosexual marriage functions to teach, in a deep and concrete way, the lesson that the apparent
sacriﬁces of individuality, required by the community, ultimately reestablish and strengthen individuality.84

Problems endemic to many Mormon fundamentalist polygamist communities—such as genetic abnormalities and medical risks caused by
young (and possibly old) females’ pregnancies—simply have no bearing on analyses of same-sex marriages. At its core, polygamy is not
problematic because of the multiple sexual partners to which men
gain access; it is problematic because of the foundational status of
monogamous marriage to aspects of civil and family law, in addition
to serious human rights abuses that appear in so many polygamous
groups. Similarly, polyamory (simplistically deﬁned as more than one
partner) and homosexuality should not concern the law as long as the
relationships involve consenting adults, in the absence of children,
doing no obvious or demonstrable harm to themselves or others.85
Polyamorous marriages, however (of which polygamy would be one
type) inevitably encounter barriers when trying to imagine how the
state could accommodate them.
As a form of marriage, polygamy suffers the opprobrium of international human rights condemnation. While the 1979 Convention
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on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women86
failed to speciﬁcally identify polygamy as a violation of women’s rights, the 1994 “General Recommendations Made by the
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women”
was clear and blunt:
Polygamous marriage contravenes a woman’s right to equality with
men, and can have such serious emotional and ﬁnancial consequences
for her and her dependents that such marriages ought to be discouraged and prohibited. The Committee notes with concern that some
States parties, whose constitutions guarantee equal rights, permit
polygamous marriage in accordance with personal or customary law.
This violates the constitutional rights of women, and breaches article 5
(a) of the Convention.87

Article 5 to which this passage refers directs:
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures: (a) To modify the
social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women with a view
to achieving the elimination of prejudices which are based on the idea
of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on the stereotyped roles for men and women.88

Having reviewed these and other international conventions and laws,
Canadian human rights expert, Rebecca J. Cook, and J. D. candidate,
Lisa M. Kelly, reached the following conclusions about women and
children:
Polygyny isolates their rights as articulated in international human
rights law. Speciﬁcally, polygyny undermines the rights of women
and children in relation to family life, security, and citizenship.
While the discrete human rights contained within these realms are
by deﬁnition universal, it is nevertheless clear that just as the harms
of polygynous unions may differ according to their context, so also
may the rights violations. Signiﬁcantly, however, the right to equality
within marriage and the family is violated per se by polygyny, regardless of the cultural or religious context in which it is practiced.89

In line with these conclusions, another Canadian law professor
observed, “There is a growing worldwide trend towards prohibiting
polygamy, even in societies where it has long, religiously based traditions, reﬂecting the greater recognition of equality, especially gender
equality.”90
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8.

Polygamy as a Threat to the
Democratic State

While showing so many forms of harm emanating out of polygamy,
I have neglected to discuss what, historically, was the most important
one: its threat to the democratic state. Scholars and jurists have criticized Chief Justice Waite’s failure to provide clear examples of harm
to the state, but one supporter of the Reynolds decision provided
perhaps the most succinct defense of it and related early decisions:
19th century Mormon polygamous marriages operated to devalue and
repress the individuality of all family members, promoted the signiﬁcance
of kinship ties in a way which prevented notions of abstract equality and
common state citizenship, institutionalized the expanded family as the
greater political structure, and socialized its adherents to accept personal,
hierarchical rule as a model for the existence of governmental power.
This then provided both an explanation and an enduring justiﬁcation
for 19th century legislative actions designed to prevent polygamous
marriage from becoming a legitimate alternative within American society
and 19th [century] judicial decisions upholding these acts.91

As is often the case, commentators in future generations see with clarity
what few people had seen at the time of crucial events. Turning our
gaze, however, to our own era, we have sufﬁcient evidence to address
the issue of polygamous harm and threat to democratic society without
having to wait for those in the future to point them out.
One of the more creative contributions to the “polygamy/democracy harm” debate appeared in the form of an evolutionary biology
perspective formulated by Canadian political scientist Tom Flanagan:
Polygamous societies tend toward extreme authoritarianism and arbitrary
government, with Draconian punishments to protect harems and control slaves and soldiers. Driven by millenniums of evolutionary pressure,
young men will take extreme chances to ﬁnd sexual gratiﬁcation, so there
have to be extreme punishments to control their libidinous passions.
There is also a tendency toward permanent warfare, because plundering
neighbouring peoples is the only way of satisfying the polygamous social
system’s limitless craving for women, slaves, and soldiers.
Polygamous, authoritarian systems may achieve imperial conquest
and cultural efﬂorescence, but they do not favour the growth of
democracy.92

While Flanagan was basing his comments on a broad sweep of historic
societies, with just slight adjustments his observations hold true for
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the polygamous Mormon colonies in the West. Nevertheless, I do not
adopt an evolutionary biological approach about the issue, nor do
I take a philosophical one, as did Maura Strassberg, with her attempt
to use Hegelian concepts to identify polygamy’s antidemocratic
threat.93 Instead, I synthesize recent historical material—documents,
media accounts, autobiographies, academic articles, etc.—into a multifaceted analysis of fundamentalist Mormonism’s challenges to free
and open societies.
Such an analysis surely must begin with the twin towns (but single
FLDS community) of Hildale and Colorado City. More-or-less left
to its own for decades after the Short Creek raid in 1953, the community could have developed itself in step with the evolving—and
increasingly pluralistic and egalitarian—democracy around it. Instead,
the community created a theocracy—one that had the governmental and civic positions that other towns had, but all controlled by
polygamous men (never women) who answered to an unaccountable
person whom they thought to be the Prophet. Everyone in a position
of civic power—the town council, the mayor, the town clerk—were
polygamists, elected by ballot, but only with one candidate per ofﬁce
according to the wishes of leading spiritual ﬁgure of the period.94
Over time, polygamists ﬁlled other prominent positions—the school
board, the local doctor, a judge, and the police force.95 In fact, the
Colorado City Law Enforcement Agency that civic leaders created
during the 1960s, “had no recognized civil authority whatsoever and
was only established so the Polygamist leaders could better control
their young members.”96 Speciﬁcally the “paramount duty” of Peace
Ofﬁcer Sam Barlow “was to make sure that the boys would not
associate with the girls. At his discretion, he would run the undesirable boys out of town. . . .”97 Polygamous leaders wanted the young
girls available to themselves as additional plural brides. The abuse of
power that these polygamists demonstrated—and the manipulation of
young citizens’ lives for the personal and religious ends of religious
leaders—violates fundamental assumptions about the rule of law, the
importance of the vote, free association, and the right of people to
make fundamental domestic and personal decisions for themselves.
We know far less about the operating structures of other polygamous groups, but all of them seem to have authoritarian, supposedly
divinely blessed men at the center of power. So, when the leader of
the True and Living Church in Manti, Utah, James Harmston, wrote
an angry letter to his youngest bride (forty-three years his junior)
about her refusal to sleep with him, he signed it, “Your Husband,
King and Priest,” and then circulated it to ﬁve more of his eighteen
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spouses.98 He saw his wives as his vassals or subjects, certainly not as
equal partners in public and private spheres as life-partners.
Few people realize what role a polygamist doctor played in maintaining the polygamists’ authoritarian reign over the community,
especially over its young girls. The FLDS physician for both Hildale
and Yearning for Zion was Dr. Lloyd H. Barlow, who began his practice sometime after 1999.99 He would have known a great deal about
sexual abuses in the FLDS community, since he was delivering babies
and doing examinations. One notes with discomfort, therefore, that
Texas authorities have charged him with “three misdemeanor counts
of failure to report child abuse,”100 although even if he had reported
incidents to a law enforcement ofﬁcer who had the mentality and
skills-level of someone like Sam Roundy, the report would have
gone nowhere. (Roundy was the ofﬁcer who admitted not having
forwarded up to two dozen child abuse reports to Child and Family
Services.)101 Unexplored in any academic or legal analysis, however,
is how he (or possibly another doctor) may have been using mental
health facilities and even a psychiatric hospital as ideological prisons
for female polygamous dissidents and potential defectors.
Passing references hint that serious abuse of mental health facilities might be occurring. First, when Vancouver reporter and author,
Daphne Bramham, summarized Carolyn Jessop’s harrowing escape
from Colorado City, Arizona, she indicated:
Had she been caught, . . . Carolyn believes that the doctor, another
priesthood man, would have diagnosed her as mentally ill and either
drugged her—Carolyn estimates at least a third of the women in the
community are on Prozac—or consigned her to a mental institution in
Flagstaff, Arizona, where several other “rebellious” women from the
community had been locked away.102

Similarly, Flora Jessop mentioned a cousin (Laurene) who had been
an inmate in a Flagstaff, Arizona institution four times, and then after
someone made an allegation against her, the police “just handcuffed
Laurene and had her committed to a mental institution—standard
procedure in the FLDS for disobedient wives.”103
Are women who suffer trauma from, and harbor doubts about,
the polygamous lifestyle and/or its leaders forced into a local mental
health institution against their wills? Certainly we know about the
use of psychiatric facilities to silence dissent from other contexts—the
Soviet Union in the 1950s and Communist China, beginning in
the late 1950s and occurring periodically until today. Both of these
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societies were authoritarian, whose leaders viewed dissent as political threats by maladjusted people, and they used bogus diagnoses of
mental disorders to justify incarceration in psychiatric institutions.104
Leaders of these regimes always assumed that the individuals themselves were dysfunctional, not the social environments in which they
developed their criticisms. Like the Soviet Union and Communist
China, many fundamentalist Mormon communities are closed,
authoritarian enclaves, unable to handle criticism and dissent. Polygamists’ abuse of mental health facilities, therefore, would ﬁt a larger,
disturbing pattern of professional abuse and ethical violations in the
context of a politicized psychiatry.
In some instances, therefore, polygamists may be willing to use
and distort modern medicine (in this case, psychiatry) in order to
maintain adherence to the practice and to the leaders who control
it. On another issue—genetic diseases caused by inbreeding and
incest—polygamists remain indifferent to information that challenges
their beliefs and actions. Concerned about the number of genetic disorders within polygamous communities, doctors visited two different
groups, hoping to educate them about why their babies suffered so
many birth defects. Both visits were failures, due to the indifference
of the polygamists themselves. In 1998, two geneticists from the
National Institutes of Health traveled to Utah, hoping to hold a seminar for the Kingstons “about the dangers of incest and birth defects,
and, presumably gain permission to study the clan.” Only two members showed up, and neither of them was in a position of prominence
or importance in the group. As one former member subsequently
reported about the failed meeting, “‘I tried to get people to come,
but nobody would listen.’”105
In November 2004, a doctor who was concerned over the
extensiveness of fumarase deﬁciency among members of the FLDS
community held a town hall meeting that more than 100 members
attended. Dr. Theodore Tarby explained in his presentation:
that the only way to stop fumarase deﬁciency in the community is to
abort fetuses that test positive for the disease and for the community to
stop intermarriages between Barlows and Jessops, Barlows and Barlows
and Jessops and Jessops.
Tarby says members of the community made it clear that neither
choice was acceptable. Tarby recounts a conversation he had with a
member of the Barlow clan in which he tried to explain why so much
fumarase deﬁciency was occurring among Mormon polygamists.
“I said, ‘You’re married to somebody you’re related to. That leads
to problems.’”
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The man’s response was, “Up here, we are all related,” Tarby says.
They just don’t worry about the effects of intermarriage.106

Even when medical experts provide (or attempt to provide) medical advice that most people would see as obvious about the dangers of incest and inbreeding, members of two polygamist groups
(whose total membership probably exceeds 10,000 people) ignore
it. Adherence to ideologically driven marriage behaviors that their
respective leaders either arrange or approve, continues to condemn
infants in this generation and for generations to come to unbelievably
painful, handicapped lives.
These polygamists refuse to take simple yet sound medical advice,
but they are very willing to take money from the state to care for
these and other children whose handicaps are the result of members’
reckless and irresponsible practices. The FLDS community “was
receiving more than $12 million a year in state assistance in Arizona
to pay for health-insurance premiums.” This money was in addition
to the “tens of millions of dollars” it had received for its town government, its school, and its police.107 Speciﬁcally for persons with
fumarase deﬁciency and their families, the Arizona Department of
Health Services and the Department of Economic Security provided
them with services for more than ﬁfteen years.108 Unwilling to take
ofﬁcials’ advice, the polygamists are very willing to take the state’s
money targeted to addressing a problem that its members’ own
behaviors cause.
Beyond the funds that polygamists obtain legally from the state,
several prominent ﬁgures were not above taking additional funds
illegally. Tom Green had to pay back the state tens of thousands
of dollars; John Ortell Kingston returned hundreds of thousands.
It remains to be seen how the ﬁnancial battle involving Winston
Blackmore and the government in British Columbia will conclude,
but at this moment the Canada Revenue Agency says that he, his
brothers, and various wives owe millions of dollars in reassessed taxes
and related penalties. In addition to cheating various governments
out of huge sums, many companies owned by polygamists underpay
their workers and require them to work in unsafe conditions—actions
that also may have tax advantages for the companies themselves, but
which certainly damage other local (but honest) competitors.
One recent court decision involving yet another polygamist group
concerned an effort to defraud someone who was attempting to buy
land. In 2003, the (now deceased) leader of the Apostolic United
Brethren, Owen Allred, was one of many conspirators who tried to
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swindle a property-buyer out of $1.5 million, and a court ordered
him to pay back a portion of the money ($30,000) to the victim (as
part of a $1.5 million decision in the victim’s favor). The Apostolic
United Brethren itself had to repay $250,000—an amount that may
grow, depending upon a district court’s review of the case.109 Fraud,
therefore, seems to be widespread among the various fundamentalist Mormon communities, and it is not necessarily limited to actions
against various governments.
In addition to examples of polygamous groups taking advantage
of governmental funds illegally, one dramatic instance exists of a
polygamist family using a legal ruling by a court to further the illegal
practice of its members’ group. In 1991, the Utah Supreme Court
ruled that an adoption agency could not automatically bar a couple
from adoption consideration because they lived polygamously.110
After the ruling, Vaughn Fischer, his legal wife, Sharane, and his
two additional wives were successful in adopting four children of the
deceased polygamist, Brenda Thornton. (A ﬁfth one had reached an
age at which adoption was unnecessary.) Among the four children
was an eleven-year-old named Janelle. Some years later while she
accompanied Vaughn Fischer on a trip to Bountiful, British Columbia, ostensibly to attend a wedding, Prophet Warren Jeffs performed
a second quick ceremony, marrying her to the Bountiful leader at the
time, Winston Blackmore.111 Now she is among the nineteen women
(under the name, Janelle Lona Fischer) whom the Crown names as
having been polygamously married to him.112
In sum, Utah’s emphasis on adoption cases in the best interests of
the child does not consider polygamy to be a disqualifying behavior.
As a result of that consideration, a polygamous couple was able to
adopt a young girl and then (several years later) transport (some
would say, trafﬁc) her across state and international borders in order
to enter into a criminal act in Canada. It is difﬁcult for many people
to see, therefore, why practicing polygamy fails to disqualify Utah
couples from the state’s permission to adopt, given the assumption
that an adopting family would rear children with polygamous values.
For all of these reasons and more,113 the criminalization of polygamy
must remain in effect in the United States and Canada,114 and authorities should pursue it as a criminal offence more often and more vigorously. Arguments for its decriminalization or even legalization simply
neglect to consider the widespread and abiding harm that is endemic
to it. As with much behavior that generally is harmful, some people
will not experience or perceive its negative consequences and even
will endorse it and defend it. It is, however, inherently sexist, clannish,
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antiegalitarian, theocratically authoritarian, and no society that is aware
of its human rights obligations can allow it. Legalization in order to
better regulate it also would not work, partly because polygamists lie
to protect their practice and remain deeply hostile to outsiders. Polygamists will take outsiders’ assets, but not their advice, at least regarding
the genetic consequences of incest and inbreeding. Their past behavior
suggests that they would resist adhering to most if not any attempts at
regulation, even if polygamy were to be legalized. Avoiding the direct
prosecution of polygamy unless it is coupled with other offences has led
to the conviction of some criminals, but the strategy almost certainly
misses numerous instances of serious crimes because of the groups’
insularity and protectiveness of leaders. Moreover, the growing issue of
birth defects is serious and heartbreaking, and these defects will multiply as long as the groups maintain primarily endogenous (and largely
incestuous) marriage patterns.
Dissenting comments made in a Canadian Supreme Court decision
also apply to general sentiments in its southern neighbor. “According
to contemporary Canadian social morality, acts such as child pornography, incest, polygamy and bestiality are unacceptable regardless of
whether or not they cause social harm. The community considers
these acts harmful in themselves.”115 In the case of polygamy, however, we also can identify some of the harm that it actually does to
society, and we understand why it is a threat to countries attempting
to ensure the human rights of their citizens.
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